FIELD SERVICES BUREAU-EAST

Southeast Area Command...

- In December, Officer Carlson received two letters of appreciation from the community. The first letter was from a motorist who wanted to thank Officer Carlson for stopping to assist in changing their flat tire. The second letter was from the director of the Veterans Memorial Park who wished to express his appreciation for Officer Carlson’s assistance during the Veterans Day ceremonies at the park.

- On December 4, officers were dispatched to a vandalism call. A male subject was seen on surveillance video breaking numerous windows and display cases with a baseball bat. Officers located and took the male into custody. Over $30,000 worth of damage was caused.

- On December 10, Officer Wolffbrandt was honored by the Mayor as Hero of the Week. Officer Wolffbrandt had responded to a burglary call in September in which a 12 year-old child’s bicycle had been stolen on her birthday. Officer Wolffbrandt purchased a new bicycle for the child using his own money.

- On December 12, officers were notified that an individual was following their stolen vehicle. Officers located the stolen vehicle and a high risk traffic stop was conducted. The female driver was taken into custody and the vehicle was confirmed to be stolen and was returned to the owner.

- On December 15, Officer Haugh was on patrol in an area where stolen vehicles were routinely stripped and dumped. Officer Haugh conducted a license plate inquiry on a vehicle and it was reported stolen. Officer Haugh with the assistance of other officers contacted and detained three subjects that were observed around the stolen vehicle. Officer Haugh conducted interviews and subsequently arrested the individual observed in the driver’s seat of the stolen vehicle.

- On December 17, Officers Elsman and Johnson were dispatched on a forgery call. Officers contacted a female who was trying to use another female’s identity to open a line of credit. The female admitted her true identity and was found to be in possession of numerous rental car keys, mail, credit cards, and Postmaster keys. It was determined that Northwest Impact detectives and the Organized Crime Unit were trying to locate this female for other crimes.

- On December 22, Officers Rahimi and Vigil responded to a call of a male found unresponsive on the floor of his bathroom. When Officer Rahimi arrived, he secured the scene for rescue and took over cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) from one of the family members. Officer Rahimi continued CPR until rescue arrived and took over.

Northeast Area Command...

- On December 9, Officers Miranda and Verbeck were dispatched to a caller threatening to kill herself. The caller constantly moved and repeatedly called 911 from various locations. Officers Miranda and Verbeck were persistent in their search. They located the subject and got her the help she needed.

- On December 10 and 12, Lieutenant Burke participated in Operation Hope and Cops for Kids. Operation Hope, coordinated by Police Chaplin Ann Montoya, had officers delivering food boxes to families. Through the support of a local retailer and the community, hundreds of donated toys were handed out to children and families within the city. Cops for Kids provided a day of fun for two young boys as they were picked up in a patrol unit and taken for breakfast. This was followed up with shopping, lunch and games at a local entertainment center.

- The 2016 Holiday Tactical Plan was conducted from November 24 through December 31. The tactical plan included the Northeast Area Command, various other police units and the Real Time Crime Center (RTCC). The goal was to provide high visibility patrols at the Northeast shopping centers and reduce crime through crime prevention, education and enforcement.

- On December 15, Officer Haugh was on patrol in an area where stolen vehicles were routinely stripped and dumped. Officer Haugh conducted a license plate inquiry on a vehicle and it was reported stolen. Officer Haugh with the assistance of other officers contacted and detained three subjects that were observed around the stolen vehicle. Officer Haugh conducted interviews and subsequently arrested the individual observed in the driver’s seat of the stolen vehicle.

- On December 17, Officers Elsman and Johnson were dispatched on a forgery call. Officers contacted a female who was trying to use another female’s identity to open a line of credit. The female admitted her true identity and was found to be in possession of numerous rental car keys, mail, credit cards, and Postmaster keys. It was determined that Northwest Impact detectives and the Organized Crime Unit were trying to locate this female for other crimes.

- On December 22, Officers Rahimi and Vigil responded to a call of a male found unresponsive on the floor of his bathroom. When Officer Rahimi arrived, he secured the scene for rescue and took over cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) from one of the family members. Officer Rahimi continued CPR until rescue arrived and took over.
The victim advised that she arrived home and discovered her ex-boyfriend and another male in her apartment. She said her ex-boyfriend had also stolen her vehicle a few days prior. Officers arrived and took one of the males into custody. Officers got the male to tell them where the vehicle was. The vehicle was recovered and returned to the victim. The male was arrested and booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.

Foothills Area Command...

• On December 1, Officer Knipprath was dispatched on a shoplifting call. A female was taken into custody and found to have outstanding felony warrants. The female was also using a false identity. She was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center for fraud, forgery, identity theft and the outstanding felony warrants.

• On December 5, officers were dispatched to a report of an active shooter. Officers arrived on scene and secured the area. Inside the residence, officers found three children and an adult male deceased from gunshot wounds. An adult female was also found suffering from a gunshot wound and was taken to the hospital by ambulance. The adult male had shot the three children and their mother before turning the gun on himself. Homicide detectives took over the investigation.

• On December 8, Officer Ramos attempted to stop a vehicle when it fled. Officer Ramos disengaged and called out the direction of travel and description of the vehicle. Sergeant Weidner observed the vehicle as it stalled on a city street. As Sergeant Weidner engaged his emergency equipment, the driver jumped out and fled on foot as the vehicle continued to roll down the street. Officer Ramos pursued the driver on foot while Sergeant Weidner stayed with the vehicle. After a foot pursuit, Officer Ramos caught and detained the driver. She was found to have an outstanding felony warrant and booked. Officer Ramos contacted the owner who confirmed her vehicle was stolen. Officer Ramos coordinated charges with the District Attorney’s Office of receiving and transferring a stolen vehicle.

• On December 11, Officer Mares was dispatched on a domestic dispute call. Officer Mares contacted the caller and established kidnapping charges and probation violation warrants for the boyfriend. Foothills officers established a perimeter around the apartment and the subject opened the door briefly then locked himself in the apartment. Officers backed away and SWAT was called out. Shortly after SWAT arrived, the offender exited the apartments and was taken into custody without further incident.

• On December 22, Officers Hurtado and Higgs responded to a burglary in progress. As officers arrived, two individuals were leaving the house. The subjects were apprehended and the victim’s property was recovered. The subjects’ vehicle was linked to multiple other residential burglaries in the Foothills Area Command.

• On December 27, Officers Daffron and Ramos were dispatched to a call where two children were unable to locate their mother. The children were eight and four years-old. Officers arrived and found the mother highly intoxicated sitting in another apartment. The mother could hardly stand and was incapable of taking care of the children. Officers made contact with the children’s grandmother who came to attend to the children. The mother was summoned for abandonment and cruelty to children and the Children, Youth and Families Department (CYFD) will conduct a follow-up investigation.

Aviation...

• On December 7, officers were dispatched to the third level of the Albuquerque Sunport on a call of a man down. Field Training Officer Ryan and Trainee Officer Marney responded. Upon arrival, they found a female, who identified herself as a nurse, attending to an unconscious male who was not breathing. The officers attached an Automated External Defibrillators (AED) to the patient and initiated CPR. Once Emergency Medical Technicians arrived, they took over medical treatment and transported the patient to the hospital. Days later, Officer Ryan received an email from the patient’s family thanking him and Officer Marney for their actions.

FIELD SERVICES BUREAU-WEST Valley Area Command...

• In December, officers were dispatched to a disturbance call where a female advised she was being held against her will. Officers arrived and observed female in a bedroom motioning for help and pointing to an adjacent room. Officer Sennett made contact with the female who indicated she had been battered and held against her will by her soon to be husband. Officer
Sennett located the offender in the living room lying on a couch with a gun in his hand. Officer Sennett de-escalated the situation and took the offender into custody without incident.

On December 5, Officer Martinez was dispatched to an apartment on fire and a subject possibly armed with a gun. Officer Martinez secured the scene so the Albuquerque Fire Department could put the fire out. Officer Martinez located the caller and learned the subject had mental health issues and had set the fire himself. The Arson Unit was contacted and Officer Martinez transported the subject to the hospital for a mental health evaluation.

On December 14, Officer Griego was dispatched to make contact with the owner of a vehicle recently reported stolen. The owner advised she had tracked her vehicle using a global positioning system (GPS) to an apartment complex. With the assistance of other officers, Officer Griego coordinated a tactical approach and found a male occupant inside the vehicle. The male was taken into custody and booked on a felony charge.

On December 17, Officers Bonet and Willsey responded to a stabbing call. Upon arrival, officers provided medical aid to the victim until rescue personnel arrived. The officers were credited by both rescue and hospital staff for their quick and effective medical response.

On December 17, Officer White was on random patrol when he observed a subject searching through a vehicle with a flashlight. Officer White noticed a broken passenger window on the vehicle and contacted the subject. Through his investigation, Officer White determined the subject did not have permission to be in the vehicle and he was booked on felony charges.

On December 27, Officer Figueroa was dispatched to a suspicious person call. When he arrived on scene, he was flagged down by the caller who stated he had tracked his stolen vehicle using a global positioning system (GPS). The caller stated his daughter had followed the female subject into a nearby store. Assisting officers located the female subject hiding in the bathroom. She had also hid two firearms in a trash can. The female was a convicted felon and was arrested.

On December 26, Community Response Officers Elrick and Armijo were on bike patrol near the bus depot when they observed a male making a hand-to-hand transaction with the occupant of a vehicle. Officers approached the male and discovered a baggy containing twelve crack cocaine rocks in his left hand. The male was placed into custody and a search revealed other narcotics and materials consistent with drug trafficking in his backpack.

**Southwest Area Command...**

- On December 1, Officer Molina was on random patrol when he noticed two trucks travelling at a high rate of speed. He followed the vehicles until they drove into the west mesa and parked near an electrical pole and turned off their lights. Officer Molina requested backup. Officers conducted an invisible approach. As they announced their presence and turned on their flashlights, one subject fled and was not located. Another male subject was taken into custody. Both trucks were confirmed stolen and a rifle and handgun were located inside the vehicle. The male subject in custody was found to be a convicted felon. He was charged with a felony in possession of a firearm, receiving and transferring a stolen vehicle and auto burglary.

- On December 6, Sergeants Baca and Garcia attended a neighborhood watch start-up discussion meeting. The group represented homes bordering a local park. Although statistics in the area reflect low numbers of property crimes, their concern was people parking in designated no parking spaces around the park. They also expressed concerns on police response times to these traffic related calls for service. Sergeant Garcia did a good job explaining why dispatch times can be long on these calls and offered advice on what to do when they see the vehicles parked illegally. He also discussed possible solutions of improved road markings that could be discussed with the City.

- On December 14, Officer Nagy heard an attempt to locate a suspicious male subject seen exiting a vehicle near a home under construction. The caller stated the subject went to the construction site, returned to the vehicle, but later walked away on foot. The caller gave a description of the subject and his direction of travel and Officer Nagy located the male. It was determined the vehicle the subject was seen getting out of was stolen. A witness also positively identified the subject as the one seen in the stolen vehicle. The subject told officers he had recently been in jail for taking an APD bait vehicle. He was booked for receiving and transferring a stolen vehicle.

- On December 15, Officer Toledo responded to a vandalism call. The caller initially was
upset with the delay in officers responding. As Officer Toledo talked and listened to the caller, he realized the caller was upset because he was struggling financially and unable to provide for his family during the upcoming holidays. After clearing the call, Officers Toledo and Anzo drove to a local store and purchased a Christmas tree and obtained two $50 dollar gift cards. They drove back to the home and delivered the tree and gift cards.

- On December 16, Officer Bailey was flagged down by a male subject advising he had seen his picture in the newspaper and believed there was a warrant for his arrest. The subject stated he wanted to turn himself in. A search of the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) database confirmed a felony and misdemeanor warrant for his arrest. The subject was arrested and booked without incident.

- On December 22, Officer Gonzales was flagged down by a security guard regarding a vehicle parked at a nearby restaurant. The security guard stated the vehicle had been avoiding him. Officer Gonzales proceeded to investigate the situation. The vehicle was displaying a temporary tag and had a female driver. The driver told Officer Gonzales she was waiting for a friend. Officer Gonzales searched the vehicle identification number (VIN) through the National Crime Information Center database and the vehicle was confirmed stolen. The driver was placed under arrest. Upon search of the vehicle, multiple items considered drug paraphernalia were found.

- On December 28, Officer Vallejos was dispatched to a subject attempting to cash a fraudulent check in the amount of $861.26. The subject was taken into custody and booked on charges of fraud over $500 and forgery.

- On December 28, Officer Jones responded to a domestic violence call. Through his investigation, it was found the victim’s ex-boyfriend attempted to crash into her vehicle on two occasions in an attempt to get her to stop. There were two small children in the vehicle during the incident. Officer Jones identified the male and confirmed he had an active restraining order. The male was charged with a restraining order violation, aggravated battery with a deadly weapon and child endangerment.

**Northwest Area Command...**

- In December, Officers Romero and Saladin conducted a month long tactical plan near the west side shopping center. Officer Romero patrolled the mall in between calls for service looking for subjects breaking the law and talking to management at the mall. The tactical plan resulted in one felony shoplifting arrest, three shoplifting citations, four criminal trespass notifications written, two vandalism reports written and two auto burglary reports written.

- On December 8, Officers Perea, Nakamura and Rico located an occupied stolen vehicle. The occupants were in possession of jiggle keys. Two occupants were arrested and the vehicle was returned to its owner.

- On December 8, Officers, Bran, Garza, Perea and Rico participated in the Tip A Cop fundraiser for Special Olympics. These officers worked for four hours prior to their regular shift.

- On December 9, Northwest officers apprehended two subjects inside a stolen vehicle. Upon a search, they found an assault rifle in the vehicle. During the investigation, it was determined one of the suspects was wanted in connection to a homicide. Both occupants were arrested for several felony crimes.

- On December 14, Officers Hoisington and Henry were dispatched to a credit union where a male subject was attempting to cash a stolen check. Upon arrival, the male subject ignored officers and attempted to enter a vehicle. The male subject began to physically fight but the officers were able to take him into custody.

- On December 29, Northwest Impact detectives were tasked with conducting a follow up
Investigation on two subjects who were committing fraud, forgery, and identity theft. Detectives arrested one subject and identified the outstanding subject. Two search warrants were executed and several victims’ identifying information was recovered. Two stolen motorcycles were also recovered, along with a pound of methamphetamines.

**SPECIAL SERVICES BUREAU**  
**Special Operations Division...**

**Tactical**

- In December, the K-9 Unit responded to 143 calls for service and were called out 125 times. The K-9 Unit conducted 77 building searches and 12 area searches. The K-9 Unit responded to four SWAT activations and conducted two demonstrations for the community.
- On December 2, the K-9 Unit apprehended a commercial burglary suspect inside a business.
- On December 5, the K-9 Unit apprehended an auto-theft suspect that fled from officers. Officers established a perimeter and the suspect surrendered on announcements.
- On December 6, the K-9 Unit assisted the Narcotics Unit with a subject wanted for multiple felony warrants. The subject had a violent history and was known to be armed with a handgun. The subject was taken into custody without incident.
- On December 18, the K-9 Unit assisted the Northwest Area Command with taking a residential burglary suspect into custody. Field Service Bureau personnel established a perimeter and an area search was conducted. The suspect was located and apprehended by K-9.
- On December 11, the SWAT team responded to an incident involving a male subject barricaded inside an apartment. The male subject had unlawfully entered his ex-girlfriend’s apartment. Upon entry, he threatened to kill her and would not let her leave the apartment. The female was able to escape when the male fell asleep. The male subject refused to exit the apartment when Field Services officers made contact. After SWAT was called to the scene, the male eventually exited the apartment.
- On December 20, SWAT responded to an incident involving a male subject barricaded inside a residence. The male subject was wanted for an outstanding warrant for threatening his ex-girlfriend’s father with a firearm. Northwest Impact Team Detectives attempted to arrest the subject as he exited the residence, but he went back inside and refused to exit. Several other occupants inside the residence also refused to exit the house. The Crisis Negotiation Team spoke to the subject over the phone for an hour, yet the subject still refused to exit. After SWAT deployed a noise flash detection device, the subject and the other occupants exited and were taken into custody.
- In December, the Bomb Squad responded to five call-outs and assisted SWAT with four activations in providing robot, rook, and explosive breaching support.

**Office of Emergency Management... (OEM)...**

- In December, OEM began developing a Volunteer and Donations Management Operating Guide for the City with the Parks and Recreation Department acting as lead agency.
- In December, OEM began developing an Animal Disaster Management Operating Guide with the Animal Welfare Department.

**Open Space...**

- On December 3, Officer Martinez responded with a National Park Service officer to a call of shots fired on the Northwest mesa. While attempting to locate the shooters, officers located a male subject stuck on the mesa. The subject stated he had been stuck for five days. Officers provided the subject with food and water and pulled his vehicle out of the sand.
- On December 10, Officers Harvey and Martinez responded to the mesa west of the Metropolitan Detention Center in reference to a found stolen vehicle. The Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office requested assistance from APD because they were unable to locate the vehicle. Upon arrival, APD officers found the stolen vehicle. While attempting to recover it, a subject flagged them down to advise that his vehicle was just stolen while he was riding his ATV. With the help of Air Support, the stolen vehicle was located abandoned on the mesa.
- On December 23, Officer Martinez assisted New Mexico Game and Fish officers in responding to subjects shooting rifles in the Bosque on the Isleta Reservation. Officers located two subjects hunting geese and ducks in the river. The offender’s guns and birds were seized by Game and Fish and a summons will be issued by Open Space.
Horse Mounted Unit (HMU)...
- In December, the HMU participated in three tactical plans at the City’s main shopping centers.
- In December, the HMU participated in the Toys for Tots and Cops 4 Kids events to assist underprivileged children.
- On December 3, the HMU participated in the Twinkle Light Parade along Central Avenue. The Unit followed behind the Mayor and the Chief of Police.
- On December 31, the HMU assisted with the downtown New Year’s Eve festivities to include crowd control.

Homeland Security...
- On December 12 through 16, Homeland Security assisted the APD Advanced Training Unit in providing Officer Survival Training for the 116th cadet class.
- On December 12, Homeland Security administered a class and fit testing for Emergency Response Team personnel who were lacking current respiratory protection equipment.

Metro Traffic Division...
- In December, the Traffic Division responded to 470 calls for service.
- In December, the division issued 554 moving citations.
- In December, the division investigated 179 crashes.
- In December, the DWI Seizure Unit checked in 47 vehicles, returned 11 vehicles, booted ten vehicles and removed 15 boots.
- In December, 26 vehicles were ready for auction.

Prisoner Transport Unit (PTU)...
- In December, PTU processed 1,014 prisoners through the Prisoner Transport Center. The Albuquerque Police Department arrested 728 prisoners and other outside law enforcement agencies arrested 286 prisoners.
- In December, PTU made 197 trips to the Metropolitan Detention Center and accepted one walk-in prisoner at the Metropolitan Detention Center.
- In December, PTU worked two hospital guard duty assignments for a total of 25 days.
- In December, the Public Intemebriation Intervention Program (PIIP) generated 135 computer-aided dispatch (CAD) calls in the Valley and Southeast Area Commands.

Metro Court Protection Detail (MCPD)...
- In December 48 individuals were remanded by the court and booked.
- In December, 29 individuals were booked with arrest warrants. An additional 39 were booked with arrest warrants but bonded out on site.
- In December, 67 misdemeanors and 14 felony warrants were cleared.
- In December, 119 individuals were in police custody.
- In December, MCPD had a total of 791 calls for service and self-initiated activities.

INVESTIGATIVE BUREAU
Scientific Evidence Division...
- In December, Field Investigations responded to 1,508 calls for service and 123 primary burglary calls.
- In December, Field Investigations collected 879 latent fingerprint cards; tagged 610 evidence items; and tagged 505 photo CDs.
- In December, the Photo Lab received 354 requests for service resulting in 6,732 prints and 398 discs being produced.
- In December, the Evidence, Identification and Disposition Unit supported the following backgrounds: 83 case dispositions, ten employment, 32 firearms, 117 FBI and 15 CODIS requests. The unit distributed 35 RAP’s and photos, finger printed 12 new APD applicants and classified 1,187 fingerprints in AFIS.
- In December, the Evidence, Identification and Disposition Unit received 8,185 evidence items, duplicated 4,285 audio/video recordings and supported seven pretrial viewings. Efforts to reduce inventory resulted in 343 items returned to owners, 4,190 items disposed of and $155.16 received from auction proceeds. The Evidence Disposition Team coded 2,388 case disposition transactions into evidence history.
- In December, the New Mexico DNA Identification System (NMDIS) received 433 new convicted offender/arrestee DNA samples for a cumulative total of over 115,360 collected. 451 samples were analyzed, uploaded and searched in CODIS with a cumulative total of over 108,385 searchable DNA profiles. As a result of these convicted offender/arrestee samples, 22 unsolved cases were matched to convicted offenders/arrestees and four case-to-case matches were made, with a resulting total of 26 investigations being aided.
In December, the Controlled Substances Unit completed 35 drug cases (24 were APD and 11 were Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office).

In December, the Latent Fingerprint Unit completed four APD cases.

In December, Major Crime Scene Investigations had five primary call-outs.

**Criminal Investigations Division**

**Property Crimes Division...**

In December, detectives with the Organized Crime Unit (OCU) arrested a suspect, who worked as a caretaker for an elderly male. She embezzled and defrauded the victim of $47,000 from his savings account. The suspect stated she had defrauded the victim and gambled away his money. She was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.

In December, detectives with OCU and Auto Theft were working the Holiday Mall Tactical Plan when they observed two subjects fleeing the scene of a theft incident. Detectives apprehended both subjects several blocks away and recovered the stolen property. One of the suspects was a wanted fugitive out of Texas and will be extradited back. The other suspect was recently involved in an armed robbery.

In December, Auto Theft detectives arrested ten individuals on outstanding felony warrants. One of the offenders had an open warrant for sexual penetration of a minor and failure to register as a sex offender. The majority of the other offenders were arrested on auto theft related warrants.

In December, Auto Theft detectives identified an offender who has been stealing cars from a rental car agency. The offender is believed to have stolen approximately 14 to 18 rental cars to date. The offender also had eight outstanding felony warrants for his arrest.

**Violent Crimes Division...**

In December there were five homicide call-outs including the triple murder of three children in the same incident.

In December, Homicide detectives obtained 22 search warrants, nine arrest warrants and made six arrests.

In December, Sex Crimes detectives responded to two call-outs, executed seven search warrants and wrote two arrest warrants.

In December, Detective Samora of the Family Abuse and Stalking Training Team (FASTT) assisted in locating the daughter of a couple who feared she was in danger due to domestic violence. The daughter was located and it was determined that she was safe.

In December, Detective Samora escorted a victim who was in fear of attending a restraining order hearing and provided assistance throughout the process.

In December, Missing Persons Detective Torgimson assisted a family in locating a family member. The subject had been the victim of a fatal accident in Albuquerque but the family had not been notified.

**Juvenile Division...**

In December, the Crimes Against Children Unit (CACU)/Child Exploitation Detail (CED) received 1,099 referrals and responded to 38 call-outs.

**Special Investigations Division (SID)...**

On December 15, the Gang Unit was requested to assist in locating a known gang member with an active warrant for homicide. Through investigation, detectives located the subject and took him into custody.

In December, Investigative Support Unit (ISU) detectives located and apprehended a double homicide offender from Santa Fe several hours after being informed that he was in Albuquerque by the Intelligence Unit. The offender was arrested and his vehicle was turned over to Santa Fe Police pending a search warrant for the murder weapon.

ISU detectives assisted Northwest Impact detectives with a subject who had multiple felony warrants. The subject had fled from field officers. ISU Detectives obtained additional arrest warrants based on the incident and subsequently located and arrested the subject.

On December 5, a Valley officer advised a stolen vehicle had just fled from him. Air1 responded and located the vehicle which fled again from responding units. Air1 performed a “Tactical Follow”. The vehicle came to a stop where the driver and three passengers fled on foot. Air1 followed the driver and one of the passengers who tried to conceal themselves near residences. Meanwhile, the other two subjects returned to the vehicle and fled again. After a short distance, they wrecked the vehicle and fled on foot. The driver and passenger were apprehended with the assistance of the K-9 Unit. The other two subjects were not located.
On December 15, Air1 assisted with an area search for a felon possibly armed with a firearm. Air1 located a subject running inside the perimeter and directed the K-9 search team to the area. The subject attempted to conceal himself inside a shed and a police service dog was deployed and apprehended the subject. The subject was taken into custody and positively identified as the offender.

On December 1, the Central Narcotics Unit was conducting undercover operations in the Northeast Area Command due to numerous complaints of drug trafficking and property crimes occurring in the area. Detectives observed a stolen vehicle conduct numerous drug deals in the area. The vehicle was followed and both occupants were taken into custody without incident. The offenders were identified as a known property crime offender and a habitual auto theft offender. A large quantity of heroin and methamphetamines which were individually packaged for distribution and sale purposes were seized. Detectives also located and seized $22,500 in stolen gift cards. The offenders were arrested for receiving and transferring a stolen motor vehicle, multiple counts of drug trafficking heroin and methamphetamines, and multiple counts of conspiracy. Central Narcotics will work with the Organized Crime Unit to identify the victims of the stolen gift cards.

Behavioral Health Division...

Crisis Intervention Unit (CIU)/Crisis Outreach and Support Team (COAST)...

- In December, CIT Detectives held a 40 hour Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) training class at the Academy for 24 students.
- In December, the Crisis Outreach and Support Team (Coast) provided assistance to several families during the holidays. One family was given food, Christmas gifts and jackets and provided a week of shelter for the holidays. Another family had been given an eviction notice and COAST made arrangements to have their rent paid and provided the family with food and Christmas gifts.

Real Time Crime Center (RTCC)...

- In December, RTCC Bridge Live Operations assisted in providing information and creating workups on individuals that were involved in five SWAT call-outs. During the call-outs, Live Operations identified subjects, criminal histories, possible associated subjects, cautions needed to field personnel and possible mental states. RTCC Live Operations identified the subjects that were barricaded inside the residence and provided the necessary information to the responding units regarding the subject’s history, cautionary information and also provided information on means to contact the subject.
- On December 5, officers responded to a shots fired call with multiple victims. RTCC provided assistance in identifying the possible subject and residence in order to complete a welfare check. Officers were provided a photograph of the subject and possible license plates in order to identify the subject’s vehicle.
- On December 31, RTCC monitored a downtown New Year’s Eve event and utilized trailer deployments to ensure the safety of the attendees and officers.
- In December, the RTCC was recognized on a local television station for the camera network and upgrades that will be involved in the ART project.
- In December, Live Operations assisted with 2,767 calls of which 1,126 were suicides, domestic violence or behavioral health calls for service. The video network was used 287 times and the CIT Case Management System was used 1,493 times.
- In December, The Crime Analysis Unit generated 35 reports. In addition, CAU started analyzing gift card transactions and is currently assisting the Organized Crime Unit on a wide-scale stolen gift card investigation.

ASSISTANT CHIEF/PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU

APD Academy...

- In December, the Recruiting and Selection Unit received the following: 287 interest cards including 239 cadets, 38 public service aides (PSAs), seven laterals and three military certification by waiver.
- The December 2-4 testing consisted of 67 individuals scheduled to test; 13 attended city entrance; nine attended Saturday testing and eight were passed to background.
- The December 16-18 testing consisted of 55 individuals scheduled to test; 12 attended city entrance; eight attended Saturday testing and four were passed to background.
- In December, the following were seated: nine
cadets for the 118th Cadet class; ten PSAs; and two laterals.

Communications Division...
• In December, the APD Emergency Communications Center staff answered 78,276 incoming calls. There were 31,602 calls answered for 911 and 46,674 calls answered for 242-COPS. 911 Operators answered 89.79% of the 911 calls within 10 seconds (national standard is 90%, APD’s standard is 92.0%); operators also answered 87.00% of the 242-COPS calls within 90 seconds (APD’s goal is 90% answered within 90 seconds).
• In comparison to last December, 911 call volume decreased by 1.52% and 242-COPS call volume increased by 6.06%. This represents an overall increase of 2.86%.
• In December, the Emergency Communications Center Employee Sunshine Committee sponsored “Communicaring” project by adopting residents from a nursing home. Goodie snowman containers were created, filled with treats, lotions, games and other items and delivered to over 100 patients.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT BUREAU
Planning Division...
• In December, the Planning and Inspection/Audit Units participated in Operation Hope. They purchased gifts and food for three different families.
• On December 19, a kick off meeting was held for the National Incident Based Reporting System (NIBRS) grant. This will enable APD to meet the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s crime reporting requirements.

Central Records Division...
• In December, the Public Information Unit received 1,043 requests totaling $6,227.25 in revenue generated from citizen requests/registers.
• In December, the Report Review Unit completed the following: 2,880 Automated Reporting System (ARS) transfers, 900 ARS supplements, 1,656 National Crime Information Center entries, 2,017 accidents, 3,262 officer calls and 42 Unified Crime Reports (UCR).
• In December, Court Services completed the following: 103 pretrial hearings scheduled, 338 arraignments processed, 398 felony cases submitted to the District Attorney’s Office and 431 summonses submitted to the Metropolitan Court.
• In December, the False Alarm Reduction Unit collected $87,025 in fines and fees for a total of $631,262 for the fiscal year.
• In December, there were 1,554 false alarms compared to 1,613 the previous December. This is a reduction of 3.7%.
• In December, the Telephone Report Unit generated 579 original reports and 148 supplemental reports. This resulted in a savings of 1,890 hours of field services time and a savings of $29,080.
• In December, the Telephone Report Unit processed 733 on-line (Cop Logic) reports resulting in a savings of 1,906 hours of field services time and a savings of $29,320.
• In December, the Inspection of Public Records (IPRA) received 99 requests, completed 126 requests, and collected $3,532.50 in revenue.
• In December, the Inspection of Public Records (IPRA) billed 30 IPRA requests for a total of $633.50.
MAJOR CRIME TYPES YEARLY, 2009 - YTD
**NOTE: The data represents incident reports that have been approved by Supervisors and are not final reports. These numbers are subject to change. These numbers are for reference only and do not substitute for UCR data
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Calendar Day Year to Date</th>
<th>December</th>
<th>3-Month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto Burglary</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Theft</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Burglary</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Burglary</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% change is based upon the 2016 time-frame compared to the average of the previous 3 years for the same time-frame.
The green represents numbers that are highly statistically significant. It denotes that there were less than average incidents of the particular crime. The amount is over 2 standard deviations away from the mean (toward the far outer portion of the tails of a bell-shaped curve).
The yellow represents numbers that are highly statistically significant. It denotes that there were more than average incidents of the particular crime. The amount is over 2 standard deviations away from the mean (toward the far outer portion of the tails of a bell-shaped curve).

This data was prepared by the Crime Analysis Unit of the Real Time Crime Center. Contact Sarah Masek at 768-4822 or smasek@cabq.gov for further information or questions.